templewicks

Property sales

“We are what we repeatedly do.
Excellence therefore, is not an act but a habit”.
Aristotle, Greek philosopher, (384BC-322BC)
We love this quote,
since it stands for everything we believe in...

My team and I have put this guide together to help you in deciding
how we can assist with your property needs. It is
designed to both introduce you to us here at
templewicks and explain all about the services
which we can offer you. Of course, it is
impossible to put everything about this complex
industry into one booklet, so I encourage you to
arrange to meet us in person, to talk through and
discuss your requirements.
With more than 30 years experience, I am
confident you will obtain the right answers and will
view us as the right choice.
Jon Wicks (right), Managing Director

The first stages...
templewicks has a very active sales department with many years
experience valuing and selling residential property throughout the Waveney
Valley and extending to the South Norfolk and North Suffolk areas.
The initial valuation of your property is free. We will discuss the pricing of
your property and what you may need to do to ensure we can achieve
the highest possible figure. We may not always tell you what you want to
hear, but you will get sound, honest and professional advice. After all, you
have asked us round not to pamper you, but to partner you in your
journey through to a successful sale.
Everyone has heard the old story that “the agent told me what they thought I
wanted to hear”. Well we won’t do that as what’s the point, we want to sell
it for you, not to you! You only pay us when we have sold your property, so it
is in our mutual best interests to ensure we get it right from the start.
On the following pages you will see we have provided a type of check list to
show what you should be doing to help.
If you live in the property yourself, it is often difficult for you to appreciate
what needs to be done, since you dwell in it every day. With this in mind,
don’t take any of our comments as criticism, but as assistance based on our
knowledge and experience.

Then our work starts...
We will conduct viewings any day of the week and at any time to suit the
potential purchaser, so you don’t need to be present if you don’t want to; but
of course, we will always check with you first, to make sure it is convenient.
When an offer is made, we will let you know straight away verbally and then
follow this up in writing. We will know the circumstances and current
position of the prospective purchaser, so that we can discuss this with you
in an informed manner. More often than not a process of negotiation will
follow, within which we will be working to advise and guide you to ultimately
reach a successful conclusion.
To make sure we finish...
templewicks work with Financial Advisors to provide our clients with,
amongst many things, mortgage assistance. They are independent mortgage
advisers and as such means they can offer products covering the whole
mortgage market, to find a funding solution to fit the needs of any potential
purchaser.
templewicks also recommend local Solicitors Norton Peskett to our clients.
This is based on a proven track record of excellent customer service for us,
going back more than 30 years.
If you listen to templewicks and take our advice, we will sell your property
for you.

Top tips to sell your home...

Increase your property’s ‘kerb appeal’
A potential buyer could be put off even before they have set foot inside your
front door if they are given a bad first impression. You want them to walk up
the drive or path already feeling impressed and excited to see more. So do
what it takes to create that lasting first impression. Make sure the exterior
of your home is up to scratch and if your front door or fence is looking tired,
brighten it up with a lick of paint. Put up hanging baskets to add colour and
if you have a garden, plant some bedding flowers. Move bins out of view and
clear away anything unsightly.
Spruce up and de-clutter
Making your home attractive to a buyer need not
mean an expensive decor overhaul. However, if
you think that your bold colour choices might put
off potential buyers, then consider freshening up
rooms with a neutral paint colour in warm tones.
Make sure your rooms are clutter-free and as light
and airy as possible. A mirror hung in the hall can give the illusion of space
and a few vases of flowers or some plants can brighten up the property. A
kitchen is a big selling point, so make sure all the worktops are clear and
that it smells fresh and clean. If you do have pets, ask a relative or friend
to look after them while viewings are taking place. while you love your furry
friend, a potential buyer may not, or worse still, they may be allergic.

Consider the little things
Don’t forget the details either. Chances are the buyer will be nit-picking as
they will be looking at a number of properties and weighing everything up.
So get around now to those annoying little
maintenance issues, that you always intended to
deal with.
Stay out of the way!
When potential buyers come to view your property,
let them wander freely around the house with us.
You want them to feel as comfortable as possible and as though they can
spend time looking at each room freely. Be ready to answer any questions
after the viewing.
Define each room
Buyers need to be able to picture themselves living
in the house so it’s essential that each room is
shown to highlight its purpose. If your dining room
is full of work papers or exercise equipment for
example, return it to its original purpose. It’s also
important to de-personalise your home, for
example by taking down posters in the children’s
bedrooms, so the buyer can see the potential for the house and where they
would put their own items.

Get the right scents
Bad odours are quite possibly the single biggest turn off for prospective
buyers. Don`t just try and cover them up, but fix the source. Clear drains,
wash refuse bins, thoroughly clean every room and open the windows
for a time before they arrive, to give the property a good airing. The nicer
your home smells, the more it will appeal.
Make the most of outdoor space
Gardens or any type of outdoor space can be another great selling point, but
an overgrown jungle could see your buyer running a mile. Not only will the
space look smaller and ‘forgotten about’, it could
completely put them off your property.
Choose the best buyer
Once the offers are on the table, your next big job
is to choose the most reliable buyer. Safer
buyers include those who have already sold their
home or are in rented accommodation’, chain-free first time buyers, as well
as cash buyers who do not need a mortgage. Bear this in mind, but
depending on how many offers you get, this choice might not be a luxury
you have.

What our clients say...
“I would like to thank templewicks for their professionalism during the sale
of our property. They were prompt in reporting matters as they arose during
the transaction and above all, it was a pleasure to receive such a personal
service.” B.K., Beccles
“I sincerely appreciated the time and effort templewicks took over selling
my property. They showed real professionalism, consideration and patience
throughout the process with excellent negotiating skills. I was kept
informed regularly and was able to discuss each step of the way and was
so glad I had chosen them.” J. B., Bungay
“Praise where it’s due, and this is the one estate agency I would recommend
to anyone. From day one when Leanne arrived to value the property, we were
put at ease. Her efficient manner, control and pleasant demeanour, were
a great attribute. Throughout the entire viewings and negotiations, we were
always kept in the picture, with all calls answered.” Mr and Mrs W., Beccles
”I have just sold my mother’s property through templewicks and would like to
say how good the experience was. I was kept informed of everything
that was happening, anything that I did not understand was explained in
more detail from the experienced, professional and friendly staff. I would not
hesitate in recommending ‘templewicks’.” S.H., Beccles
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